Boost Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central

Introducing Horus
Horus is a Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central

extension which offers three main benefits: brand-new
features, phenomenal user experience, and minimum
implementation costs. Experience an end-to-end
business management with Horus.

Kick-start your company with Horus

New functionalites
Horus enhances Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
by adding new functionalities, so you can bring your

business to a higher level. Maximize the power of your ERP
system with Horus.

Better user experience
We are aware of the importance of usability as a key

feature. Horus highlights user experience by cleaning pages,
accelerating navigation, and refining settings, always in line
with the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central most
polished look and feel.

Get more for less
Imagine deploying your ERP system in record time.
Imagine that implementation costs are more than

affordable. That is what Horus means. Its new and

improved features and usability allow faster and more
economic implementations.

Features

Advanced activities
Horus improves preexisting activities by including new KPI, which provides more information to
each and every area available.

Printing formats
Horus incorporates new dynamic printing formats. These formats also present information

depending on the needs of the user, implying there is no need to create them from scratch or
modify the standards.

Better UX on pages
For Horus, user experinece is fundamental. The improvement of usability within the solution is key
for users to feel at ease. For this particular purpose, we have adapted quite a lot of menus, access
points, shortcuts, small features, and fields. As a result, processes are executed in minimum time.

Power BI dashboard
Easily obtain an end-to-end report of your company, by using the standard Power BI dashboard
provided by Horus.

Working time tracking module (coming soon)
Perform an appropriate working time tracking in compliance with current legislation. Your
employees would be able to clock in and out, as you get an online record of it real time.

General

Streamline your performance thanks
to the new work areas, and get every
insight you need with Power BI

Supplier withholding tax

Automatically generate a withholding bill along with a full report on fees, which will help you
calculate your Personal Income tax.

Multiple purchase discounts
Apply until five purchase discounts for each product and client.

Product configuration
Product pages in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central may contain information your

company doesn’t really use. Horus helps you adapt this kind of information so pages are cleaner,
avoiding the display of unnecessary data.

Picking module (coming soon)
Warehouse and orders management feature, specifically adapted to work with PDAs or any
other device staff may use.

Worksheet page and reorderings
Horus improves standard feature to proceed to a quicker and easier reordering process.

Warehouse and purchases

Automated inviocing. Report creation.
Effortlessly speed up your Personal Income
Tax calculation.

Multiple sales discounts
Apply until five sales discounts for each product and client.

Pricing hierarchy
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central applies the best price and discount to each client by default,
and sometimes, we may not be interested in this to happen. Horus fixes this up so a hierarchy can be

established and users can decide which price or discount is to prevail, regardless it is profitable for the
client or not.

Automated invoicing
Carry out a multiple description invoicing and group your bills by delivery notes, orders, etc.

Rappels
Horus provides a new module that manages rappels based on invoicing by products, families and
subfamilies, as well as different percetage rates.

Editable sales invoices
Horus enables modifications in certain fields on recorded sales invoices to prevent users from carrying out
unnecessary corrective invoicing.

Additional line on pre-invoices
It is usual that your clients need specific information on their invoices, wasting some valuable time of

yours when submitting it. Horus brings a wide new range of configuration possibilities, so you can provide
each client with relevant information.

Sales

Deposits
This new module enables deposit operation management, as well as carrying out a better inventory

management to get to know what exactly is available in warehouse, and what is available in deposit for
customers.

Editable sales delivery notes
Horus enables modifications in certain fields on recorded sales delivery notes to prevent users from carrying out
unnecessary corrective invoicing.

Recurring invoicing
You are now able to set recurring invoicing to easily and automatically bill from time to time, even if established
payment conditions vary between operations.

Massive mailing
Mail sales invoices on a massive scale and avoid mailing them individually. Save as much time as you can.

Automated sales documents
Send invoices, delivery notes, or sales credit notes and set up customized timing to dispatch them.

Customer withholding tax

Automatically generate a withholding bill along with a full report on fees, which will help you calculate your
Personal Income tax.

Customer sales history (coming soon)
Quickly spot any detail on past sales. Customer sales history provides information about all sales per customer and
product, and displays the latest sales dates, prices, invoices, etc.

Modifying ledger accounts

Horus allows performing modifications on ledger accounts in case of submission error.

Modifying posting dates

Horus enables straightforward modifications on posting dates in case of submission error.

Advanced SII
SII module allows users to quickly recover after certain errors or lack of information. Agility is key
in terms of tax handling.

General Journal in Excel

Export your general journal from Horus directly to Excel, in compliance with current
legislation.

Advanced cash-flow (coming soon)

Horus improves the standard cash-flow module by adding more options for calculation
procedures.

Financial management

Advanced receivables cartera module

Track your customers’ payment collections using alerts and automated notifications which
will help you collecting faster, as well as managing possible non-payments and taking quick
actions.

Cartera due date

Save time getting useful reports for your audits, analizing your financial situation on a
designed period.

Automated monitoring of bank SWIFT
Horus will automatically fill SWIFT codes in when submiting a bank account.

Advanced payment cartera module
Track your suppliers’ payments using alerts and automated notifications which will speed up your
management.

Advanced bank reconciliation
Horus provides several shortcuts and improvements that will help you perform an optimal
treasury management by its advanced bank reconciliation module.

Change payment method
Simple and agile procedure that will enable modifying invoice payment methods.

Treasury

Optimize your treasury. Use Advanced
receivables cartera module to track
payments and invoices.

Pricing

Choose between three different pricing plans
depending on your needs

Horus Silver

Horus Gold

Horus Diamond

monthly

monthly

monthly

*Taxes not included

*Taxes not included

30€

60€

100€

*Taxes not included
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Contact us for detailed
information
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